
On the second weekend of 

August amazing Tea Gasser 

from PwC Slovenia visited BIG 

BERRY and had two talks 

about how to speak with 

passion. The main thought – 

‘the most important thing for 

everything is your passion’.  

jOn the first day of the BIG 

BERRY Mastermind session the 

audience had a chance to learn 

more about themselves by 

taking a Thomas-Kilmann 

personality test (Conflict Mode 

Instrument). According to this 

theory, there are five 

personality types.   
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The first one is competitive. People like 

these can easily fire people and heart the 

feelings of others. However, these people 

are also hard-working and always ready to 

stand their ground. 

The second type is collaborated one. 

Being able to listen, open-minded to 

analysing and new concerns, collaborated 

employees are great in teamwork. 

The next type of people – compromising – 

is the best at planning, therefore, these 

people would be excellent at scheduling 

work for colleagues. Moreover, 

compromising people are amazing at 

finding the best solutions of small daily 

problems. The bigger ones would stress 

them out. 

The fourth type of personality is the 

avoiding one. Many people have bad 

associations with the word ‘avoidance’ 

but, on the contrary, it can be a really 

useful skill in may cases. Sometimes 

postponing is the best thing to do. For 

making avoidance your strength, not your 

weakness, you need to know how to use it 

in the right way. 

 The last type of people is the 

accommodating one. These people are the 

best at reaching deadlines. They are really 

results-orientated. People of this type 

know when they’re wrong and easily can 

admit it and fix it.  

What is your personality type?
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People can feel 

that something is 

not working with 

you. If you are not 

satisfied with 

yourself, people 

will not pay 

attention to you.
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To improve and develop your personality, 

first of all, you need to work on yourself. 

Work hard. Work harder, if you feel it’s not 

working. Everything is being built around 

you, your energy, self-respect and self- 

esteem. Your first priority must be your 

inner harmony. Do the things you love, don’t 

expect too much from yourself but try to 

exceed other people’s expectations. 

One of the main secrets of success is to do 

more than planned. Go extra mile. If you’ll 

do more than needed, in a couple of years 

you’ll be incredibly successful. The other 

point is to teat all your customers, suppliers 

and partners like they’re your dearest 

friends. Doing your best for them will 

definitely bring the needed result. Try to go 

out of your comfort zone. Do unusual 

things. Do crazy things. Read books about 

how men’s and women’s brain works (for 

example, ladies are totally multitasking but 

men need to do one thing after another). 

Listen to the stories of success and search 

for inspiration.   

The second day of the session was all about 

the pitching concept. How to attract your 

customers? To know them! At least a little 

bit. And, as we mentioned before, treat your 

customers as your dearest friends.  

You always need to exceed the expectations of the people.
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There are a lot of secrets of the 

successful pitch and Tea kindly shared 

the key-points with us. First of all, talk 

by heart. It is really crucial. If you’re 

talking by heart, people see that you 

know what you’re talking about and it is 

much easier to get their attention. Don’t 

forget to maintain the contact with the 

audience! Practice in front of your 

friends or people you trust because they 

will be able to give you honest 

feedback. If the content of your 

presentation is not good, you can 

always win the attention with yourself 

(by walking, moving your hands, 

speaking beautifully). But never wear 

red! It is the colour of domination and 

aggression and it can often cause fear. 

Make pauses before saying important 

things to focus audience’s attention on 

them. And, of course, be calm and 

relaxed. If the listeners feel that you’re 

nervous, they will not respect you and 

pay a lot of attention to what you’re 

saying. Control your energy and 

emotions because people around you 

feel that even if you’re trying to do your 

best to hide it. Take care of yourself, 

your mental and physical health. You 

must be your first priority. And if, in the 

end, you feel comfortable with yourself, 

people will be ready to follow you.  

If you are an entrepreneur, sales 

manager, business person or just a 

person, you must totally love what you 

do and have a really strong belief in it 

(no matter what your business is).  

You must think limitlessly even if 

everybody thinks you're crazy. If person 

is interested in what he or she is doing 

and passionate about it, he or she works 

more effectively and the product is being 

sold. People buy not what are you doing, 

but why are you doing it. Sell your best 

ideas and achieve the highest peaks just 

by doing what you love. Believe in 

yourself and inspire others. Be your own 

woman or your own man and people will 

respect you.  

Small things always lead to 

big things.

Whatever you wanna do, you 

can do it.


